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Weapons Free
Location: Gonzo Station, the Gulf of Oman
100km south of Chah Bahar, Iran
Carrier Task Force (CTF) 150. USS Ronald Reagan
(CVN 76) Strike Group (JCSSG)
The
narrow
Strait
of
Hormuz is considered one
of the most, if not the most
strategic strait of water on
the planet. Through a small
sea space less than 40 miles
wide moves the better part
of the world’s oil needs.
This stretch of water
bordered by Iran, Omanʹs
Musandam Peninsula and
the United Arab Emirates is
a magnet for trouble.

Call sign ‘Buckshot’ side number 402 approached the nuclear‐
powered aircraft carrier USS Ronald Reagan (CVN 76) from dead
astern at an altitude of 1,200 feet and a distance of eight miles. The
pilot, temporarily assigned to the naval attack squadron the Fists, VFA‐
25, eased his F/A‐18C Hornet fighter to starboard, aligning it on his
final heading for a straight‐in night landing.
The USS Ronald Reagan was into the wind, the small island of
Bahrain to her stern and the gulf on her bow. An approach controller in
(CATCC), the Carrier Air Traffic Control Centre, called out radar
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updates during the final minutes of Hamiltonʹs mission. Radio chatter
was held to a minimum.
CATCC: ʺFour Zero Two, on glide path, on course.ʺ
Buckshot: ʺFour Zero Two.ʺ
CATCC: ʺFour Zero Two, on glide path, on course, three‐ quarter
miles. Call the ball.ʺ
Buckshot: ʺFour Zero Two, ball. 5‐3.ʺ Buckshot confirmed his
visual sighting of the ball, his position relative to the beam of amber
light, the location of the ʺneedlesʺ on the cockpit display of his
automatic carrier landing system, and his remaining fuel available.
Paddles: ʺRoger, ball.ʺ The landing signal officer (LSO) or ‘paddles’
as some called him, confirmed Hamiltonʹs radio transmission. The LSO
monitored all carrier landings from a platform on the port side of the
flight deck near the shipʹs stern, radioing instructions as necessary.
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Eighteen seconds after his final radio transmission, Buckshotʹs FA/‐
18C Hornet slammed down on the Reagan’s flight deck. As his
aircraftʹs tail hook reached for one of the four arresting cables spanning
the flight deck, Buckshot applied full power to the Hornetʹs two
General Electric turbofan engines. In the event he missed grabbing a
wire owing to a hook skip or landed past the wires, Buckshot would
ʺbolterʺ and make an immediate takeoff on the carrierʹs angled flight
deck.
Only when a safe arrested landing was assured (on a ʺnumber
three wireʺ) and the flight deck officerʹs lighted wands signalled him to
reduce power did Buckshot pull his engine throttles back to idle and
follow the directions of yellow‐shirted aircraft handlers to taxi to his
parking spot on the busy flight deck.
After a brief post flight inspection, the temporary naval aviator that
was really an RAAF Flight Lieutenant on TDY, went to the
maintenance‐control office to report the status of his aircraft followed
by a debriefing of his mission and landing in the squadron ready room.
(The LSO grades and critiques every landing on the ship as part of a
continuing process of self‐improvement).
As the RAAF pilot signed his aircraftʹs maintenance forms to close
out the mission his Squadron CO appeared, leaning through the hatch
and propping himself up against the bulkhead.
“You are Ready Five.” The Fists Commander Chris McKay looked
at his watch. “In six hours?”
“Yes sir.”
The Commanding Officer of VFA‐25 looked at the Australian. The
Aussie was what they called a Hot Runner – someone who consistently
performed well, better still; he wasn’t pretentious about it or full of the
usual cock and bull. His mate Horde, the other Aussie exchange officer
was pretty good as well. “You’re both short. Looks like we have to give
you back soon huh?”
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Buckshot looked up from the paperwork and smiled. “Fraid so sir,
nine days and a wakeup.” He paused, “Frankly I’d like to stay a little
longer, was hoping to see some action.” And some pay back, but he
didn’t say that. He didn’t want to give any head shrink a reason to stop
him flying combat missions. The road to qualifying for active flying
duty on board one of the world’s most powerful ships had not been
easy and being able to put that training to practice would have been
gratifying – especially now if he got the chance to kill any bastard who
was even remotely related to the ass holes that had killed his brother.
Buckshot had trained at NAS Pensacola completing over 140 carrier‐
landing practices in all types of weather conditions day and night,
before he even saw a carrier deck. When he finally did, it was flying a
T‐45 Goshawk trainer on and off an Aviation Landing Training Ship
(AVT) before participating in fleet replacement squadron carrier
qualifications (FRSCQ). After all that and despite his significant hours
in the air force flying Hornets and Pigs, he still joined VFA‐147 as a
nugget. But this was a rare opportunity; he and Horde would be the
only carrier‐qualified pilots in the Australian Defence Force. But their
tenure was drawing to a close and he didn’t want to leave without just
a little bit of pay back, frankly it was all he could think of.
The CO of the Fists laughed, slapping the bulkhead as he
straightened up to leave. “Well, you never know your bad luck! Just
make sure you and Horde don’t stain your almost flawless records
before you go.” He was referring to landings and other instruments of
measurement they used to weigh pilot skills.
“What do you mean ‘almost’” Buckshot half shouted down the
passageway after the retreating figure of the CO.
The Commander turned and smiled. “Just keep your god dam
noses clean, don’t screw the pooch.” He disappeared past another
bulkhead his voice trailing off with “See you after the sweat.” He
meant the often hot and boring job of sitting in the cockpit as an alert
aircraft pilot, waiting for a launch order that most often didn’t happen.
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“Aye, aye sir.” Buckshot replied. The RAAF pilot had only just got
used to saying ‘Aye, aye’, a habit he would have to drop.

USS Ronald Reagan (CVN 76) steams through the Gulf of Oman

At the due time and after some quick zees, Buckshot was back on
the flight deck. The red shirted ordies were working to get his jet
ready, loading AMRAAM’s, Harpoons and 20‐millimeter ammo. After
checking the maintenance book and signing the white acceptance sheet
for the aircraft, Buckshot dropped off the weight sheet in Flight Deck
Control followed by a quick precautionary wizz in the head before
walking back to his bird. The plastic bug as some called her was
parked in Fly One, the flight deck area in front of the Island. The plane
captain, ordnance man and yellow shirt waited for him in preparation
to get the jet started.
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Buckshot checked the boarding ladder and climbed up to the
cockpit to inspect the ejection seat, checking that the SAFE/ARM
handle was in the SAFE position before looking over the rest of the
seat. He then checked all the switches were in the proper positions and
dropped his kneeboard on the seat and stowed his paper charts. The
paper was only for emergencies. After completing that detail he
climbed back down and beginning from the left hand side of the
fuselage commenced his exterior inspection, walking around the
fuselage in a clockwise direction. He checked for loose doors, fasteners,
hydraulic leaks, dents or anything out of place finishing off with an
inspection of the ordnance. The two‐wingtip stations carried
sidewinders. In addition to these each wing featured three stations.
The very inboard stations carried Harpoons, the two outer stations and
two nacelle stations loaded with AIM‐120 AMRAAM.
He gave ‘a thumbs up’ to the plane captain then climbed up and
strapped in.
The air boss turned on the green launch lights and with that cue the
yellow shirts started the engines. Once started up Buckshot punched in
the pre‐determined tactical frequency. His deck handler then signalled
him and he eased the jet forwards following him towards the Ready
Five position. The term Ready Five or Alert Five, as in the movie Top
Gun, is a condition of high alert for aircraft crews on the flight deck in
which they must be ready to launch within five minutes. Fighter
aircraft are placed on the steam catapult complete with flight crew,
armament, and fuel, ready to go.
Buckshot dreaded being assigned Ready Five, because he could be
there for what seemed hours on end. He taxied the jet following the
plane handler up to the zipper track that led him into the launch box.
When the nose wheel was just behind the shuttle, the towbar was
lowered into a slot on the shuttle, the Jet Blast Deflector (JBD) just aft of
the plane was raised and the Hornets permanent ‘holdback’ attached to
its station. With everything ready they gave Buckshot the signal to kill
both engines and waited. They waited and sweated.
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Calling it a ‘sweat’ was an understatement. It was stifling. The sun
beat through the canopy, the sea was calm as a millpond and
everything seemed to be going in slow motion. This wasn’t flying it
was a steam bath. He waited. The minutes dragged by. He kept
looking at the island hoping for the call. Time slowed painfully. With
just a few minutes to go he let himself relax a little, relief was on the
way. This of course is when it always happens.
“Launch Alert Five!” The order blared out from the flight decks
loud speakers.
The RAAF pilot sat bolt upright. The engines were started again
and he and the deck crew quickly ran through the launch procedures.
Once everything was satisfied he placed his right hand on the throttles
and ran them to the stops. With his other hand he snapped a salute and
grabbed the upper left hand hold bracing for the shot. He wouldn’t
grab the stick again until after becoming airborne.
Within the space of a few seconds he was fired off the bow, pulling
out of afterburner, heading for the tanker and then where ever it is he
was supposed to be going. Twenty minutes later he was being vectored
to the targets Skunk Delta and Echo, two surface contacts. The second
alert aircraft, call sign Gunner, formed on his right wing.
Buckshots radar had picked up both the surface contacts before
refuelling, they looked like ‘small boys’, maybe FFG’s. He talked to
Gunner over the tactical frequency, “Gunner, I’ll take the small boy
north, you take the one south.” Two clicks on the transmit button
located on the throttles of Gunners Hornet acknowledged the request.
Buckshot dropped down to one hundred feet at a speed of three
hundred and fifty knots rolling the two ‘loud levers’ forward turning
more kerosene into even more noise. He was used to flying F111’s, and
down and dirty was his profession, he loved this stuff. Buckshot
quickly came up on the stern of Skunk Delta and he pulled the fighter
into the vertical. It looked like a minelayer, a converted Iranian navy
LST that looked busy somewhere it shouldn’t be, just north east of the
disputed Island of Abu Musa. As far as Buckshot could tell they were
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at least ten miles outside of Iran’s territorial waters, which extended
twelve miles into the Persian Gulf. He double‐checked his main MFD,
which displayed a detailed moving map. On the back half of his loop
he picked up a 30‐degree dive and rolled back in the direction of the
target, to his surprise angry red tracers raced up to meet him. He
stabbed the left pedal, gave his bird some left stick before pulling it
back and punching in the burners. The Hornet flicked into a heavy gee
turn, standing on its wing. He quickly reversed, pushed the nose down
hard and flattened the Hornet to the deck as he escaped the fusillade.
He felt several thuds run through the airframe from canon strikes but
the bug seemed to shake them off without any affect. The Threat
Warning System (TWS) started blaring; he jinked hard punching chaff
for all it was worth. The TWS stopped and he pulled a hard Immelman
to head back in to Skunk Delta, he didn’t like being shot at.
The ROE were clear. If fired upon he could respond in kind.
Staying low, just feet off the deck, he approached the target from the
beam. From his left hand multifunctional display screen he selected the
Harpoons and hit his master arm switch to ARM and started his attack
run in. The targeting information came up on the HUD. Tracking and
target lock were almost instantaneous, both missiles dropped from the
rails knifing ahead, leaving long plumes of rocket exhaust behind
them. The normal procedure was to bug out, but with no other threats
to worry about, Buckshot followed the Harpoons. Ahead of him the
minelayer suddenly exploded under the double whammy missile
strike, the hull heaving from the water as she was split in half.
Buckshot pulled up and rolled the aircraft into a turn, looking over his
shoulder at the same time. He could see the boat had almost broken in
two, fire erupting from the hull amidst numerous secondary
explosions. Was it a boat or a ship he thought? He would have to check
later. He circled the kill noticing the Iranian flag fluttering on the stern,
seemingly impervious to the carnage in front. Moments later it slipped
beneath the water. Was this a good day? He tried not to think about the
crew and thought about heading back to the chicken ranch when the
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Local Air Controller (LAC) called in, there were five bogeys hauling
ass out of Bandar Beheshti inbound to his position.
“Four Zero Two you have five bogeys inbound moving at four five
zero knots, eighty miles out.” There was a hesitation. ‘Make that five
bandits, they look like Air Guards.” The LAC added, upgrading the
bogey dope.
Buckshot picked them up as they got feet wet and called ‘Judy’.
This signified that he had radar contact on the bandits and could
complete the intercept without further assistance from the Hawkeye.
He was smack in the middle of the Strait of Hormuz, right at the apex
just a few miles south of the Iranian Island of Jazireh‐ye Larak. Call
sign Horde then checked in merging to his starboard. Gunner was far
to the north tangling with the other mine layer, so it looked like it was
just the two of them in the welcoming committee that day. Horde had
a bloodhound’s nose for trouble and Buckshot wondered how the hell
he had got himself out there. Good thing though, two against five was
better than one.

Chengdu Aircraft Industrial Corp.’s F‐7M Airguard

The inbound aircraft were F‐7MP Air Guards, an advanced
Chinese made version of the famous MiG‐21 FISHBED. It was fast and
manoeuvrable and similar to the F16; the Iranian version packed 30mm
canon and R550 Magic Missiles. Its pulse doppler radar system could
track a thin beam to 15km in missile mode and 5km in guns with a
minimum height of 150m. Buckshot and Horde turned into towards
the bandits, Horde following Buckshot’s jet down to the deck. Too
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much altitude as they approached the coast could easily place them in
range of shore based SAM systems.
Buckshot figured the Iranians were obviously a little ticked off
about their boats being sunk. Or was that ships again? Any hoot,
someone had seen them earlier on, maybe the search radar from the
new Tor M1 Air Defence Systems that they just received from the
Ruskis? It was this latter thought that made him mindful of his
distance to the coast and altitude. The Tor M1 surface‐to‐air missile
system was a fast tracked mobile platform which could set up in three
minutes, had eight missiles ready to shoot and took just five seconds to
launch from target detection. It had a range of 25km, could track 48
targets and shoot two at once with a kill probability ranging from 0.6 to
0.9. He did NOT want to test that last part.
He turned southwest to head further down the Strait. The tiny
Island of As Salamah slipped past his starboard wing with the
Musandam Peninsula on the other. To try and manoeuvre here would
be like trying to fly in a fish bowl, the Strait of Hormuz that separated
Oman and Iran was just tens of kilometres wide at this point, which
meant anywhere in the strait was potentially within range of Iranian
missiles. The wide‐open spaces of the Gulf of Oman lay in front him
and within seconds he was due east of Hisn Diba.
Once Buckshot felt like there was enough sea space between
himself and the possible missile batteries he set‐up an intercept that
would bring them up behind the Air Guards. For some crazy reason
they had extended out into the Gulf.
There was of course the small issue of the ROE Buckshot reminded
himself. While the minelayer had fired at him, the Air Guards had not.
At the same time the word from the top down was to vigorously
exercise freedom of navigation and not to be intimidated by Iranian
aggression. Did the hostile action with the minelayer mean that any
overt response by the other side, in or about the same place and time,
be perceived as the same action?
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Fortunately that question was decided quickly. Some one had fired
a missile at the Hawkeye. Gunner, who was closer to the Hawkeye,
had taken care of it, no damage done. The ATCC, more than a little
rattled and pissed off, gave them weapons free. Buckshot followed the
Remotely Fed Radar (RFR) track painted by the Hawkeye, avoiding the
use of his own radar that might alert the bandits to his position. A little
more than a minute later he and Horde were behind the Iranians in a
tail chase.
Once in position they ballooned off the deck and illuminated the
bad guys, the JF‐17’s were closer than Buckshot had thought. He
performed a low yoyo to reduce closure, the two bugs almost
overshooting and now too close for missiles. Ass end Charlie of the
flight of five bandits spotted him quickly and broke to port; the other
aircraft picked up the call and broke in all directions. Buckshot stuck
with Charlie, Horde sticking close to his wing as they began yanking
and banking. The Iranian pilot was no match for Buckshot. Within
seconds Buckshot hit him with guns, twenty millimetre canon shells
ripping holes in the Iranian jet which began to burn before rolling on
its back and smashing into the ocean. Just then Horde came under
canon fire from behind. He warned Shotgun and executed a hard right
turn plugging in the burners and keeping his eye on the lone Air
Guard, rolling his Bug high and wide trying to separate and get him
with a missile shot.
At the same time Buckshot acquired two firm missile queues and
wasted little time in allocating and shooting them BVR. The
AMRAAMS sped off the rails towards their targets. Thirty seconds
later one of the targets disappeared off screen. Buckshot spoke to the
Hawkeye over the Tac wondering what had happened to the other guy
he missed when bitching Betty blared. He dumped everything to the
left and pushed the noisemakers to the wall again; he saw a bandit
blow past his starboard and without turning into him targeted him
with his helmet queue, firing off an AIM‐9 sidewinder. After leaving
the wingtip rail the AIM did a smart one eighty and chased the bad
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guy, just like the Raytheon brochure said it would; Buckshot was
impressed. The TWS stopped, that was three bogies down. Buckshot
wondered how Horde was doing and went looking for him. Hawkeye
than called informing him another five bad guys were hot, heavy and
inbound.
Buckshot’s adrenalin was pumping, he snapped the Hornet on its
back, rolled one eighty degrees and set‐up a head on pass. He knew the
other guys didn’t have helmet or off bore sight queueing. As they
crossed he locked his remaining AIM‐9 on the lead jet. The missile
raced off the rails and he turned and burned to follow the other jets. He
quickly found himself overtaking one of them and hit the guy with
canon. Chunks fell of the jet whipping past his canopy, smoke poured
from the tail pipe and the pilot punched out. That was four, if the other
AIM was on target maybe five. Out of ammo and running on chicken
fuel, Buckshot ran the jet out over the water towards the carrier as fast
as he could, followed by Horde. As far as a fighter pilot went Buckshot
knew it didn’t get much better than this. But he also knew it wasn’t just
fuel he was running out of, he was sure he had just cashed in a years
worth of luck as well.
The whole encounter had taken just minutes. Buckshot had four,
maybe five and Horde was down for two and Gunner had one as well.
The Iranians were running out of Airguards. After Hawkeye told them
the coast was clear (literally), the two jets formed up and then landed
on the carrier. Air to air engagements are rare, so it was with some
good‐humoured envy that the carriers wing of pilots welcomed back
the Australians. None of the carrier’s pilots assumed for a minute that
they would not have done as well as Buckshot in the same
circumstance; otherwise they wouldn’t be combat pilots. It was that
attitude that made them the best. But it was time to pay homage which
they did in grand style; after all, Buckshot was the first ace of the new
century, Hawkeye had just confirmed Shotguns last AIM shot had
splashed its target.
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While Buckshot appreciated the compliments, he knew as well as
everyone else on the ship, that if the Iranians had not been so afraid to
risk their new Sukhoi’s, the story might have been a lot different. Luck
had been on his side. The story was also not going to be told. The
Iranians embarrassed by the flogging they had taken said it never
happened. Keen to keep hostilities in the region down and because two
Australians were involved in the flying knife fight, the US Navy also
decided discretion was called for. Buckshot’s fame would remain in the
family.
At 2300HRS local time that night, Buckshot and Horde excused
themselves from the celebrations. They were exhausted. Buckshot also
knew he had ops the following day and wanted to be fresh to the task.
While becoming an ace, Buckshot was thankful it had eventuated
without his ass being shot off. He did not however want alcohol‐jaded
reflexes to give some other bad guy a chance to take his scalp the next
day. Little did he know how prophetic that thought was going to be,
less than a thousand miles away something was already happening
that before the next day was out, would see him fighting for his life in a
way no one could have imagined.
Chengdu Aircraft Industrial Corp.’s F-7M Airguard
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